Rabbit Exercise and Toys

What types of toys should I get my bunny?

Although you can buy toys in a pet store for your new rabbit, you can also use things you already have around the house. Try using toilet paper tubes and put treats on the inside. This makes for quite a fun toy! You can also use untreated wicker or willow baskets. Bunnies love to chew on these! All in all your rabbit needs toys to satisfy his natural urges to dig and chew. Some other safe chew toys are cardboard boxes, the yellow pages, bird toys, baby teething rings, and commercially made chew sticks. Another fun activity to provide for your rabbit is a digging box. Fill a cardboard box halfway with soil or shredded paper for your bunny to dig in!

Exercise

It is also important to give your rabbit plenty of exercise time out of his cage. Find a safe place, either indoors or outdoors, for your bunny to run around. It is suggested that your rabbit spends several hours every day out of his cage. If the play area is outside make sure that you are always supervising and that the area is enclosed in some way.